WANTED GNOMES
WANTED BY THE PCRC

Recently at the Rec Centre we purchased 9 gnomes hoping they would guard the Rec.
However, our gnomes went rogue and stole a bunch of letters we use to do the community
signs. They hid all over Phelps, & now we can’t find them
or the letters!
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HELP WANTED
The naughty gnomes left us clues
to where they are hiding. We
need your help to figure out the
clues and find them!
The gnomes can’t be touched
(they’re biters) so we hired
Sherlock Gnomes to seek out the
missing gnomes and letters.
Sherlock Gnomes isn’t familiar
with our area & needs your help!
Can you help figure out the clues,
find each gnomes location, &
what letters they stole?

6 LUCKY PLAYERS WILL WIN A PRIZE!
Get your Sherlock Gnomes Detective sheet and more details on our Facebook Page,
online at www.phelpstownship.ca or pick up your copy at the Rec.
How to Play:
1. Get a Sherlock Gnomes Detective Sheet.
2.Solve the riddles and go to the location.
3.Find the gnome hidden at each location, the letters they have & record them on your
detective sheet (Do not touch the gnomes).
4.Once you’ve found all 9 gnomes submit your form by sending a picture to 705-358-8073
or drop your form in the drop box at the Rec.
5. As a bonus unscramble the letters you collected to reveal a mystery phrase! If you guess
the correct phrase your name will go in the draw twice!
GAME RULES:

PLEASE DO NOT TOUCH OR MOVE THE GNOMES & LETTERS.
DO NOT disturb or trespass on anyone’s personal property. The gnomes are all hidden in public places. Please
respect the gnomes and the property they are on. If you’re having a difficult time finding a gnome or you think a
gnome is missing call/text 705-358-8073.
Make sure you try to unscramble the letters to spell out the secret phrase. If you guess the correct phrase your name will
be doubled in the draw to win!

